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Abstract : 
 
Statistics about the occurrence frequency of earthquakes (1973-2015) at shallow, intermediate and 
great depths along the Izu-Bonin-Mariana (IBM) Arc is presented and a percent perturbation relative to 
P-wave mean value (LLNL-G3Dv3) is adopted to show the deep structure. The correlation coefficient 
between the subduction rate and the frequency of shallow seismic events along the IBM is 0.605, 
proving that the subduction rate is an important factor for shallow seismic events. The relationship 
between relief amplitudes of the seafloor and earthquake occurrences implies that some seamount 
chains riding on the Pacific seafloor may have an effect on intermediate-depth seismic events along the 
IBM. A probable hypothesis is proposed that the seamounts or surrounding seafloor with high degree of 
fracture may bring numerous hydrous minerals into the deep and may result in a different thermal 
structure compared to the seafloor where no seamounts are subducted. Fluids from the seamounts or 
surrounding seafloor are released to trigger earthquakes at intermediate-depth. Deep events in the 
northern and southern Mariana arc are likely affected by a horizontal propagating tear parallel to the 
trench. 
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Graphical abstract 

 

 

Highlights 

► Fluids from the seamounts or surrounding seafloor may cause the seismic segmentation along the 
IBM. ► Slab tears in the northern and southern Mariana Arc are likely affecting magmatic and seismic 
spatial distribution. ► The calculated correlation coefficient shows that the subduction rate is an 
important factor for shallow seismic events along the IBM. 
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2. Seismicity and relief 

2.1. Seismicity 



  
2.2. Relief Amplitude And Focal Mechanism 



  

3. Velocity model 



  

 

4. Discussion 



  

 

4.1. Seamount 



  



  

 



  



  

4.2. Slab tear 
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4.3. Subduction Rate and Spreading Half-Rate 
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Fig.1. Map of the Izu-Bonin-Mariana subduction zone with the major mid-ocean ridges and 

transform faults. Topography is from ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009). Thick red line denotes 

a tear identified by a seismic spatial distribution (Gvirtzman and Stern, 2004) and purple line 

denotes a probable tear identified by three-dimensional slab morphology (Miller et al., 2006). 

 

Fig.2. (a) Map of 1973-2015 earthquakes (Mw>5) epicenters (from USGS catalog) along the 

Izu-Bonin-Mariana subduction system. Red dots stand for shallow-depth earthquakes (depth≤60 

km); Yellow dots stand for intermediate-depth earthquakes (60<depth≤300 km); Blue dots stand 

for deep (>300 km) earthquakes. The Izu-Bonin-Mariana trench axis is grouped into 65 parts by 

black dots which interval is about 50 km. Each part is made up of two green lines, and the green 

line is vertical to the trench cross black dot and the subducting plate interface (grey lines from Slab 

1.0, Hayes et al., 2012) as much as possible. Three parallel purple lines (A-A', B-B', C-C') represent 

three sections near the trench on the Pacific Plate. (b) Three purple curves(A-A', B-B', C-C') show 

relief amplitudes near the trench. Peaks show locations of seamount or plateau. (c) Histograms 

show the relationship between the number of earthquakes and relative location along the 

Izu-Bonin-Mariana trench. Three histograms are corresponding respectively to shallow, 



  

intermediate and deep earthquakes of (a), and relative locations of x-axis are area index labeled 

by (a), which are also corresponding to x-axis of (b). 

Fig.3. Focal mechanisms of three sections Map in Fig.2a (Dziewonski et al., 1981). Green line 

denotes bathymetry and red line denotes free air anomaly (Sandwell and Smith, 1997). Red 

triangles denote volcanoes.

 

Fig.4. Vertical cross-sections of percent perturbation relative to the P wave mean value along six 

profiles shown on the map (Simmons et al., 2012). (a) Blue color denotes high velocity, while red 

color denotes low velocity. White dots stand for hypocenters of earthquakes (>M5) during 

1973-2015. The thick black lines denote the upper boundary of the subudcting Pacific slab from 

slab 1.0 (Hayes et al.,2012). Two thin black lines denote respectively 410 km and 660 km 

discontinuous interface. (b) Map shows locations of six profiles. Contours (slab 1.0) denote the 

upper boundary of the subducting slab and different color denotes different depth which interval is 

20 km. 

Fig.5.  Cartoon illustrating the shapes of subduction slabs and seismic spatial distributions 

beneath the Izu-Bonin and Mariana Arc. Note that dashed black lines only shows a northern 

Mariana type, both sides of which may be short plates (Fig.4D-D' and F-F'), where intermediate 

and deep earthquakes are absent. The yellow colors denote the subducting lithosphere and the 

blue colors denote high Vp/Vs ratio which is corresponding to double seismic zone. Cartoon is 

modified based on Ii et al.(2010). 



  

 

Fig.6.  A three-dimensional shape of the subducting slab and seismic spatial distribution beneath 

the IBM arc. Purple polygon stands for the top boundary (slab 1.0) of the subducted Pacific Plate. 

The Izu-Bonin part shows a relatively continuous slab structure whereas the Mariana part is 

segmented. Dots stand for earthquakes. Red denotes shallow earthquakes and blue denotes deep 

earthquakes. 

Fig.7. (a) Subduction rate which a relative motion between the Pacific Plate and the Mariana 

microplate along the IBM Arc (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). Black arrow denotes the subducting 

direction and length denote velocity magnitude. The numbers stand for values of specific velocity. 

(b) The relationship between shallow seismic events (Fig.2c) and subduction velocity. The 

correlation coefficient of them is 0.605. 

 

Fig.8. Spreading half-rate along the Mariana axis (Deschamps and Fujiwara, 2003; Yamazaki et al., 

2003; Deschamps et al., 2005; Seama and Okino, 2015). Thin black arrows denote the spreading 

direction along the red lines denoting the spreading axis based on the geomagnetic anomalies 

using the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary (0.78 Ma); black numbers denote half-rate values; violet 

arrows denote subduction rates along the Mariana Arc (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). Circles denote 

earthquakes. 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  




